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Suppose that d is a finiite set-system on N points, and for every two different A, A’E Sp we 
have \A n A’1 = 0 or r. Then we prove that 
whenever N > N,(r). The extremal family is unique and consists of 2r, r and l-elements sets 
only. The assumption N> N,(r) can not be omitted. We state some further results and 
problems. 
l. Introduction 
1.1. The following well-known theorem was proved by H.J. Ryser in 1968 (see 
l- 131): 
Let X be a finite set and A a positive integer. Let & be a family elf subsets of X 
such that A, B E ~4 (A # B) implies (A n RI = A. Then 
IdI g IN* (1) 
Gne can weaken the restriction imposed on the cardinality on the intersections as 
follows. Given a set A = (A,, h2, . . . , A,} of integers, w replace the condition 
\A nB( = X by IA nB\ E A for all A, B E S& What can be said ;about I&(? A 
set-system of this type is called A-system. Let f(N, A) denote the maximal 
cardinal@ of a A-system, where N stands for 1x1. This problem was posed in 
[15]. The purpose of this paper is to determine the order of magnitude of f(N, A) 
for some particular sets A. 
. The most investigated case is that of uniform set-systems &. Let 
f(N, k, A) = max{l (EA for aPi A,BEJ-& 
:tnd IAl = k for all A E 
As a first result, we mention the following theor 
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X.M. Wilson [14]: 
But most results deal with the situation when IV is very large 
The well-known Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem [7] can also be 
above terms: 
f(ZV, k,(i, i+ 1,. . . , k-l}) = (;I;) if Iv’;> N,(k). 
: compared to k. ! 
formulated in the 
I 
I 
1 
i 
I 
. Frankl has a general method for obtaining sharp upper bounds on f(N, k, A) 
for a very broad class of A. (See [5, 9, 50, 111). For further results see the 
theorems of M. Deza, P. ErdGs, P. Frankl, G. Matona and N.M. Singhi [4, 6, 8, 
121. 
3, Here we are going to need only the following theorem of L Babai and P. 
rankl [l], which is a stronger version of an earlier theorem of M. IXza, P. Erdiis 
uppose that the greatest common divisor of the members of A does not divide 
f(N, k, A)& N. (2) 
.I!_. Tht m~2xird (0, r)-system 
In thix paper we investigate the (non-uniform) cases A = (0, r} (cf. [6]) and 
IO,!, 3) or (0,2,31. 
Be l. If N is a multiple of r then let .?C = S1 LJ S2 U l - l IU Slvl,, where 
= r. LRt d consist of:’ the 2r-sets Si U Sil, and r-sets Si> If r 
:n X=S1US2Ue l 4JSLN,rl t.J So, and we can join to J& the 
-r [N,kj one point sets in S,. This shows 
e show that this evident lower bound is blest possib’le if N is large enough. 
lf N > N,(r) (N 1~ lOOOr’), then h!? famiEy d in Example 1 
. we have equdity in (3). The extremal family is unique. 
is 
ot maximai, s&e in this case its cardinality is 
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less than N. However trivially f(N, (0, r)) 3 N for every N. The following construc- 
tion disproves the earlier conjecture of the author f(N, (0, r}) = max{PJ; the 
cardina!ity of Example 1). 
pie of (unpublished). Suppose that ,H := (kj) is an Hadamard 
matrix of rank 4r, i.e. hil; =*a, (hi, /+)=4Faij and hli :=l (1~1:,i:~4r). Let 
%‘={Sf: 2G~4r, e=+Y. or -1, Bf = G: bj = e}}, then Sre is a 2r-uniform (0, r)- 
system with 8r- 2 subsets. 
Let X = S1 U S2 U l l l U SL,. -J U So where IS,1 = IS,1 = l l l = ISLN1’,+, I= 4a and 
ISol = N- 4r [N/4r]. Put the above set-system %! on every Si for i 2 1 and consider 
the set-system consisting of the one-point sets of So. These set-systems form a 
(0, r}-system 90, aqd 
~~~=(&--2)~N/4r~ +(N-4r[N/4rJ). 
If N <4r2 - 2r, then the cardinality of J$ is greater than the cardinality of 
Example 1. 
2.2. The stability of the extrcemum 
Visibly, the 2r-sets play the leading part in the maximal (0, r}-family. This 
property of the extrem;lm is fairly stalble in the following sense. If al (0, r}-family 
& does not contain 2r-sets, then 1~41~4 (Example 113 O(N). More generally: 
Theorem 2. If SQ is a (0, r}-family and for all A E J$ IA I #I r, 2r, . . . ) kr then 
l-4 
< N(N-r) 
-r2k(k + 1) 
(4) 
whenever N is large enough (N > 1000r’ k7). Equality holds in (4) if mui ody if d 
has the structure of Example 2 (sele below). 
A (k -! f)-uniform set-system Sp over the urlderlying set Y with v deknents is an 
S(U, k + 1,2) Steiner-system if for any 2-tuple (yl, y2} of elements of Y, there is 
exactly one member of 9 containing {yl, y2}. By a well-known theorem of R.M. 
Wilson [16] if (v - 1)/k and v(v - l)/k(k + 1) are integers and u > u,(k), then there 
exists an S(u, k + 1,2). 
Suppose that N/r is an integer and there exi?ts an SUN/r, k + 1,2) 
m 9’ over the: underlying-set Y = (yl, yL, . . . , yN,J. Lzt X = 
&U&U*_* l W SMjr where lSi\ - r, IX\= N and 
= {Si, U Si, u l l l U Sit+;: f.yi,, Yi,, l - l 9 Yik+ll E 910 
Then J$ is a (0, r}-family consisting of (k + l)r-sets only and with car 
N(N- r)/r2k(k + 1). 
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(In general, the optimal system can be 
o(c, .- l)/k(k + 1) are not integers, too.) 
4 Y 6me further A 
determinted if N/r or (U -1)//c or 
ere is only one 4 for which f(N, A) is exactly known. This is a very simple 
Solm 1, f (Iv, (0, 1) . . . , r}) = (y) + (I;) + l l l -t- (,y&l. 
. Let d be a {O,l,..., r} famiiiy over X, and 
sB”={AU: \A\ar-t-l}. 
l 0 + (7). Elach (I + l)-subsets of X is contained in at most 
e Example 3 gPJes the lower bound (see below). For the proof of the 
und consider an arbitrary 1(O,l: 3}-sYstem J$. The number of l-element 
ts in & is not greater than N. Set ;s8[x, y] = (A E So: (x, y} c A} (x, y E X). 
nce 4x, y] is a (3}-family, by ‘(1) IS&, :yl\ s(N- 2). Thus the number of 
members of SQ with more than 2 elements is at most 
e 3. Let N = 2’ - 1 and let X be the points of the t-dimensional vector 
space over GF(2) except 0. Set 
~={(s-o); s is a 3-dimensional subspace of x). 
Then sl is a (0, 1,3}-system with cardinality N(N- l.)(N- 3)/168. 
It would be suspected f (IV, A) has order of anagmtude HAi in general. However 
the following result shows that this is not the WC 
. #V-t- 1)(N-4)s.F(N,(0, 2,3))< SON’. 
set-system consisting OF all 2, 3 and 4+&;&s co.atain.ing two fixed points 
Yi the lower estimation. ‘rhc proof of thle upper bound to be presemted in 
Chapter 5 can be improved a little bit by more precise computation of details. For 
can be replaced by 5.7, but I could riot eliminate the 
the upper and lower bounds. 
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Lemmas 
Lemma I. If d is an {r}-family over X (i.e. (A’(7 A”1 = P for a16 A’ # A’% J$), 
IX\= N c;nd min{(A(: A E &}> r, then 
Id: =s max L N in IAl-r 
This lemma is an improvement of the theorem of Ryser mentioned in (1) and 
really is a reformulation of the following theorem due to M. Deza [3]: 
If ~4 is a finite set-system and for any different members AI, AZ 
of SB IA,r\A21=r holds and I&&(smax(A(2--maxIA(+2 then 
1 n Al=r. 6) 
AEd 
(Le. A! is a A-system. The set-system J$ is a A-system if the parts of the sets 
outside n J$ are disjoint. The n SQ is called the nucleus of the A-system.) 
Lemma 2. If 3 is a set-system over X and for every B’ # B”E 3, IB’n B”I s r and 
lS3l> (min lBl)/r, then 
1x1 
1 
>g min IB]‘. 
This implies that the nw&er of sets having more than 6% elements in a 
(0, r}-system is at most JZiQ. 
YROQf. kt a={Bl,Bz,...,Bi,.. .} and min IBI = K. The inecjuality IBi n Bjl s r 
implies IBi - (Uj<i Bj)( 2 IBi I - (i - 1)r 2 K - (i - 1)r. Using Ial > min (BI/r, it fol- 
lows that 
3.2. A simple upper bound for f(N, (0, r)) 
Split ~4 into four parts as follows 
J& =(A EJ& jA)<2r}, 
&2=(AE&:2r~lAI<~fi, 
sP3=(AE&:m61Alsm}, 
=(AEJ$: &%cIAI). 
First, we shall estimate 
{B ~93: x E B} by @-xl.) 
cardinalities sep 
shall apply the 
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several times. E.g. &.x] satisfies the assumptions of (‘I) thus 
(6) 
efine the relation - on the members of J& airs follows. For A, A’ E SQ let A - A’ 
iff A CIA’ # 0. Qbviously, - is an equivalence relation. Denote the equivalence 
classes by &t), .Ebt), . . . , df). By definition, (ul ,~6:)) n (u &))I = 8 whenever i # j. 
Furthermore J&’ satisfies the assumptions of (1) thus I&$$‘\ s \ tJ gs’,i’\, hence 
Applying Lemma 1 for ~&[x] 
id&[ x]\ :G max 
Thus 
inally, applying (6) for &U & we get 
~LNN=&diTN. m I 
Summing up these inequalities 
Hence we already proved1 Theorem 1 as f’ar as the order of magnitude is 
concerned. 
3.3. The 2r-sets play the main role in the extremal family 
Suppose that N is large enough (N> 10001+“) and that tlhe set-system ~4 is 
maximal, i.e. Is41 = f(lV, {O, r)). Then by kamp!e i 
I4 
N= N WN 
77~(r-2)q.i-2;. 4s 
into three parts 
J&=(AEJ&:IA(=~~}, 
={AE : 2rC(Aj<3r!!, 
=(Ae : 3r<(A\}. 
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B !I the theorem recalled in (2): 
B:y (7) we get 
Consequently 
Tlhus 
Thus from (lo)-( 12): 
Id;\ a max IcCal - ise,l - I&l - I&l - I& U 41 
> lv2 N ( ) 1 --- 2r2 2r --iv-(r-l)N-N 2+; -2~JNIN-GfiN ( > 
Iv2 
--4lmivN. 
‘29 
59 
ill) 
( 1.3) 
This means that the greatest part of a maximal d consists of 2r-sets, 
3.4. The structure of a maximal (0, r)-family is simiiar to Example 1 
Let us denote by S the set of those points of X which have small degree in g2 
i.e. 
s = : {x E x: Idd~[x]~ < dmiv, 
and s denotes the cardinality of S. Applying (13) we get 
I 
Since if IV> lOOOr’, then 42Nr< fi.Iy5r, com?ar.ing this wit 
s c 10r2Jr 4ii. 
” 
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Remark that s <$V because N is large enough. Let us define the following 
equhmicnce relation over the points of X-S. 
i.e. x - y iff there exis t EVO different members A, A’ of J& such that {x, y)c 
A n A’. Since &% 4r2, by the Deza theorem (see (5)) &[a~] and &[y] is a 
d-system, i.e. 
AfTA’= n Ai= n Aj. 
A,~d;[xj A,E.~;[Y~ 
Censecluerfitly &[x] = &[y]. 
‘Thus, the set X- S can be pa,rtitioned into r-elements eqluivalence classes 
S,, $3 - l * 7 S, where Si ‘s are the n,uclei. 
If XES, and XEAE,;$$, then &CA. (1% 
But (15j holds for all A E (J& L J&U a&). Indeed, if A E (dl U&U a&), i.e. 
[AI<&?% d an x E. A n b5i but Si # A, then A intersects all members of &[x] 
outside Si. However the parts of the members of &[x] lying outside Si are 
, pairurise disjoint< 
If X E Si 
3.5. s <r-- 1, i.e 
thus this-leads to the contradiction IAl >I&[~]\ 2 v%?. Thus 
and x E A E (J& U .FB;? U .s&), then Si c A. (16) 
the sets Si fill X as far as possible 
Now split SQ into four classes according to the number of elements of A r\ S and 
;a n(x-s). 
~"={,4~d-d4:(An(X-S)~>r}U{.Aa+-d4:Ac(X-s)), 
~2)={A~~-~~:l~tn(X-S)J=r and[A n S~=T}, 
d3’=(AE&&‘+: (AnSl>O but IAI*ISl#r}T 
d4) = aI?4 
It is easy to check that every A E Srp belongs to one or more of the classes1 ~8). 
Since there are no two different sets A, 13 in J@) such that A n (X- S) = 
B n (X - S), we have \csa”)l= l{A n (X - S): A CI' &I)}(. Moreover X-S is disjoint 
union of the sets S1, S2, . . . , S,, we can apply 1% -rpos!tion 1: 
Isa’ I-( 
1) ~ w-w +N-sp- 
2 ) 
_N+ s2 N 
+ 
v 2r= s r2 :F F,-’ 
:lM) 
Consider the traces of d3’ on S. These are all &ffere.zt and form a (0, r)-system 
on S, thus by (9) 
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Finaily (as d2) c d2) 
and by Lemma 2 
IJzi$“‘I = l&i!41 <: d?z.Rji. 
Summing (17.1)-(17.4) and comparing the result with (10) we get 
61 
(17.3) 
(17.4) 
2 
2N Tii 
-S--+&&s+s+s --I- - 
-)- 2r2 J J r t 
Hence multiplying by r2 we get 
s(N-s--r2~?s--r2- r.&+&+--l)Ni-r&+. 
By (14) we can see that the coefficient of s on the left hand side is N - o(N) thus 
we get s < r provided N > 4OOr” i.e. 
SGr- 1. (18) 
3.6. The extremum has no large sets 
The proof of theorem will be complete showing d4 = 9. Suppose, indirectly, that 
B E J&, 1B1 >m Let 
Y1 ={Si: OclS, nJ!+=r}, Y2={Sj: ISj nBl=r}. 
(16) and (18) imply that 
190~1 s [N/r] - IsP,I + s = PM +W-rlN/d)-l%19 
lJ$2u&lsp3-(y, 
lSa,l s JBTr, 
that is 
(Ex. 11+$1~(Ex. 1~+~++(1;‘). (19) 
Since (r - 1) I&I s (r - l)JTRk (r - 1) @I/ r we get IY2( > IBl/r” thus from ( J 9) 
which is a contra iction if N is large enough. 0 
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eproofo core 
This part coincides wish 3.1. (We will use the salme lemmas as in the proof of 
.2 Split the set-system JZZ according to the cardinallities of its members: 
d1 = {A E So: \A\ <‘: (k + l)r}, 
&={AEJ& (k+l)r+4\cm}, 
&={AEJ&@~IA(G&~}, 
~&={AtzsB: me’-(A(}. 
stimate their cardinalities analogously to 3.2. 
I&,\ C (k + l)rClr, 
3, By similar arguments as 3.3., suppose that 14’; is &maximal, and split & into 
three parts. 
14 ‘, N2/r2k(k + ‘i) - (2/r)N; 
&={AE&~: I/?+=(k+l)r}, 
&=(A ed2: (k +l)rc]A]<(k+2)r}, 
&;={AE&: (Alz(k+2jr}. 
Then 141 s (r - l)N. We ge’t 
(2% 
1 <UC + l)(rN+dGJiVN). Hence 
(&>fl/r2k(k-t l)-(k+2)&~/??N. 
. In a similar way we can deiine the 
S : = {X E X: i_.&[x]l <CR, 
Carrying out similar calculation we get 
s C 2k(k + l)(k 7 2jJk Jr t2Ji* 
set S as it2 3.4 
.- s.- . lsl 
Split X-S the equivalence classes S1, S,, . . . , S,. 
-= Y al if x E Siy SC E A E (J 2 CJ.S!&~ then Si c A. 
slas pnba ~souqv 
‘W=,,gr 
‘{S=,V~(~~-Bs)3V}~{~#~SUV~ PB BfsuvTw-mw~=(~)F 
‘QI={J=ISUV(P UT? ~(~-Y)~~(S-x:~Uv~:(~~-~)~v} 
‘{A = Is u eq WV JY = I(s --xl u v( :(v --I@) 3 v) = (# 
‘{Jo + Y) e 16 -xl u VI xv@ -w 3 v) = (IjF 
$31 SE 4 4wU!s 
saJyx4.‘pAv3 paqJmard l#~hl Slua~srCs-laS t‘9 
b4 2. Fiiredi 
and \ 0 D,I = 2 (i.e. 9 is a A-system itself) and firlc;liy t = 3 and rl Di = {x} (9 is a 
1 riangle). 
We will use several times the following two facts ((25) and (261)) in order to get 
an upper bound for ! in these four cases. 
If x is not good, and sp[x, y] does not contain any A-system with1 
2K + 1 members, then \&LX, y]) s 4K2. (25) 
Indeed, let A0 be a set belonging to &[x] and not olontaining y. Then every 
member of J&, y] intersects A0 in a point different from x. Thus 
IS@, y]\ G c l&x, y, z-j\ s (\A,( - 1)2K < 4K2. 
ZGAO 
;r#x.y 
As the set-system &xl y, z] is a A-system we get 
(26) 
In the case t = 0 let Ai be fixed so that A1 E J$[x]. Bly (25) we have 
1&]1~ c \;Q& y]lc((A,I--1)4K2eWK3 (27.1) 
YEAI 
y+x 
In the case t = 1 write D1 = {x, y, 2). By (24) every A E &] contains either y or 
z. Let us define 4x, yp lz] as follows {A E J&J& y]: z$ A). We can apply (25) for 
spix, y, -z] thus we get 
IJ44l= I&, Y, zll+ I.&, Y9 --=I1 +Idb, lY, 4 
N 
--+2 l 4K2 cK_3 (27.2) 
Case ta2, n Di = (x, y}, Di ={x, y, z~}. There exists an A1 E &[x], y$ Al be- 
(cause x is not good. By (24) for all 1 G i s t we have .Xi E A1 hence t <IAll - 1 s 
2K - 1. Furthermore if A E 4x1 does not contain y, then A contains all Zi - s, 
too. Thus 
IJ8$X]1~ c !a.Tx, y, z]\ + Is&:, Z?, z2, . (I . , z,]l 
z EA, 
N 
C(‘%K-l)- 
PJ 
----s NV. 
K-3+K--3 
l(27.3) 
Case ii= 3, D1 ==k y2, ~~1, o2 =k Y1, ~4, & =k yl, y21= men by @4!1 all 
x] contains at least PWO points from (y?, y2, y3}. Thus applying (26) 
x]~=l~D~]l+~dD2]~~l~~3]~c~‘~. (27.4) - 
27.4) shows that if the point x is noI good, then ~J&x]\s 
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.2. The cardinality of a {0,2,3)-system with almost equal sets 
If S$ is a {0,2,3}-system and for all A. E d we have # G IA 1 s 2K, then 
(&$l,<8$+max(~; 16NK2). 
of. Let S be the set of points whose degree is greater than max(8N, 8K3), i.e. 
S ={x E X: l&x]1 >max@N, 8K3)>. By Lemma 3 all the points of S are good. 
Denote by x’ the point corresponding to the point x E S. By definition &] c 
Slr[x’]. The point x’ is good, too, so there exists a point (x’)‘= x” for which 
&[x]c &[x’]c &x”]. Since I&x]1 > N we get x” = x. Hence the S splits into 
pairwise disjoint two-elements !;ets S1, S2, . . . , St,. For Si “If Si f7 A # $4, then 
Si c A” holds. Split & into IWO parts 
& ={A&: IA nSl>$K}, 
SQ -,s ={A&: IAn(X-S)I+K}. 
If A E &, then A contains at least $K sets Si. Thus 
Moreover 
$K I&-,* 1 G (X - Sl max(8N, 8K3) s max(8N2, 8NK2). 
We get [28) summing up the last two inequalities. R 
5.3. The proof of Theorem 3 
Now let J$ be an arbitrary (0, :2,3}-system. Split sll according to the cardinality 
of its members 
A,={AE&: lAls3), 
~i={A~~:lAl~3~~,2=2i-r(Al~2~2’+Pj, 
,# = (A E J& m/2’ G I,A 1 s 2a/2’, IA I> 3rw, 
Sg’= {A E J&?: IAl > &i$. 
We can apply (28) to estimate the cardinalities of U di and U ~4:. 
(29.1) 
Z. Fiiredi 
Finally Lemma 2 can be: applied, thus 
urthermore 
umming up (29.1)-(29.4) we get j&l ~42.N~. Tli 
The author would like to thank I. B&any for his vBntinucd help. 
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ote a 
Recently, a rapid development is taking place in the topic of this paper. Some 
of the newest results: 
eorem of and [19]. Lt?le Osq<r, A =:{q,q+r,q+2r, l . .I, 
k+q (mod r), then f(N, k, A)GV. 
This theorem generalizes the results mentioned in equation (2) (*here q = 0) 
and in Deza and Rosenberg [17] (r is a prime). 
Theorem of hmkl and OIP [lS]. If A =(ha, . . . , A,}, then 
Proposition 2 was improved in [20], proving 
f(N,{O, 1,3))sN(N-l)(N-3)/168 for N>N,, 
where equality holds iff ~4 is isomorphic to Example 3. 
Finally, we have to mention that Proposition 1 appears in a paper due to 
H.-D.G.F. Gronau [21], as we1.L 
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